Charly Cox
Writer, Producer and Poet
@Charlycox1
47.7k Followers

Charly Cox is a writer, producer and poet. Her writing focuses on destigmatizing
mental health and the coming-of-age of a young woman surviving the modern
world. In January 2017, she published her rst poem on Instagram, showing her
internet followers her poetry for the rst time; since then she’s been asked to be
Virgin Radio’s poet in residence, she’s been published on Re nery29, hosted
poetry nights to raise money and awareness for MQ Mental Health, been named
by ELLE magazine as one of their 20 power players to watch out for in 2018, and
been named in Forbes’ prestigious ‘30 Under 30’ list.
Charly has released two books. The rst, ‘She Must Be Mad’ was a roaring
success, placing Charly high on the list of top-selling British poets. The second,
‘Validate Me’, was published in October 2019, and was exquisitely written on her
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Insights - Instagram
Engagement I 1.54%
Followers I 47.7k
Male I 13.7%
Female I 86.2%
Age range I 18-24 (21%)
25-34 (57.5%)
35-44 (13.9%)
Top Countries I United Kingdom
United States
Australia
Canada
Ireland
Average story view I 7,850
Average grid post reach I 17k

Insights - Instagram

Press

The Telegraph
Eleanor Steafel
October 2019

Stylist
Alice Porter
April 2021

The Guardian
Donna Ferguson
January 2019

Case Studies
+-

Charly Cox collaborated with Lelo writing a poem
for two murals that were featured on Chance &
Ebor Street, Shoreditch. Charly had used the key
campaign messaging focused on celebrating joy
and being comfortable in your own skin to write a
poem expressing her own thoughts and feelings
about self-discovery.

Case studies
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Charly was invited by Bentley to campaign in their rst-ever poetry
collaboration. Giving Charly an open brief, saw her creating a poem
about travel and discovery in connection with World Poetry Day. To
coincide with Charly’s poem ‘We Could Be Anywhere’, she created
imagery visually storytelling around a weekend of cruising in the
sunshine.

Projects - Publishing
‘Charly’s poetry really encapsulates what it is
to be a young woman. All the tensions and
anxieties and new discoveries’
Pandora Skyes

She's funny and heartfelt and brilliant, she always
seems to know how to make you feel less alone.'
The Sunday Times

‘Brave and beautiful’
Stylist Magazine
In January 2017, Charly decided to post her poetry
publicly on Instagram. She received a book deal the
following year which would lead to UK bestselling
poetry and prose debut collection She must be Mad.
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She Must be Mad explores coming-of-age: the pain
and beauty of love, the relief and the agony of turning
from girl to woman
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Projects - Exhibition
Charly’s exhibition ‘Wish You Were Here debuted in a prime location in Soho,
Greek Street. This was in collaboration with Appear Here and designer
Germanier who created a custom two piece dress made out of seven T-shirts
from partners of Charly’s past.
The exhibition was open for ten days and had a football of 3000 people per day
with photographer Dave Benett capturing VIPs on opening night. Charly sold
bespoke merch and artwork at the event as well as her two best selling books.
'Postcards From The Past’ is a celebration of hope, of lesson and how beautiful
(albeit painful) the things we choose to keep tell us so much about who we are,
who we were and how far we’ve come. I look at each object now and think ‘I
wish the old me was here now to look at this again, not tainted by the rst
time.’
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Charly Cox wearing custom
made dress by Germanier.
Image by Dave Benett

Thank you.
Integrated across booking, digital, creative, PR & events, we meet the changing needs of our clients
and their consumers, to create meaningful and engaging content. We understand the metrics of
success and have the relevant teams and tools to measure them.
Our in-house creative team are able to scope and produce short form content for brands and talent.

